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I. INTRODUCTION:

WHAT, EXACTLY,

IS THE PROBLEM?

Ever since the days of Epicurusthere have been philosopherswho believed
that the existence of evil constitutes a formidableobjection to theistic belief
and a powerfulargumentfor atheism.Wemight call those who urge this argument 'naturalatheologians';justas the naturaltheologianoffers argumentsfor
the existence of God, or for the rationalpropriety of theistic belief, so the
naturalatheologianoffers argumentsfor the non-existenceof God, or for the
rational improprietyof theistic belief. The vast majority of those who offer
an atheologicalargumentfrom evil have held that the existence of evil (or of
the amount and kind we find) is inconsistent with the existence of a wholly
good, omniscientand omnipotent God.' So, for example, McCloskey:
Evil is a problem, for the theist, in that a contradictionis involvedin the fact of evil
on the one hand and belief in the omnipotenceand omniscienceof God on the other.2

And WalterKaufmann:
Once these assumptions [that God is good, just, and omnipotent] are granted,the
problem arises: why, then, is there all the sufferingwe know? And as long as these
assumptionsare granted, this question cannot be answered.For if these assumptions
were true, it would follow that there could not be all of this suffering.Conversely:
since it is a fact that there is all this suffering,it is plain that at least one of these
assumptionsmust be false. Populartheism is refuted by the existence of so much suffering. The theism preached from thousands of pulpits and credited by millions of
believersis disprovedby Auschwitzand a billionlesserevils.3

More recently, however, those who make an atheologicalargumentfrom evil
have conceded that the existence of evil may be logically consistent with that
of God; nevertheless, the former rendersthe latter unlikely, or improbable,
or provides evidence against it, or gives a good reason for accepting its
denial.4 This is certainly a change for the better; it can be shown, I think,
that the existence of evil is not logically inconsistent with God's existence.
I have arguedelsewhere5 that the proposition
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G

God exists and is omniscient,omnipotent and wholly good

is compatiblewith
E

Thereare 1013 turpsof evil

where the turp is the basic unit of evil, so that '1013 turps'is a name of the
evil, past, present and future, the actual world (call it 'a') contains.G and E
are consistent, I argued,in the sense that there are possible worlds in which
both are true. Pared to bare essentials, the argumentproceeded by pointing
out that G seems to be consistent with
(1)

God is the omnipotent,omniscientand wholly good creatorof the
world; and every world God could have actualized that contains
less than 10 3 turps of evil, containsless good and a less favorable
overall balance of good and evil than the actual worldcontains.6

But the conjunction of G and (1) entials E; hence by a familiarprinciple of
modal logic, G is consistent with E.
Let's agree then, at least for purposes of argument,that G is consistent
with E. Now the probabilisticargumentcontends that E is evidence against
G, or that given E, it is unlikely that G is true. And we shallhave to ask why
the atheologianthinks thisis so; whatis his reasonfor thinkingG is improbable
with. respect to E? But before we ask that question, let's suppose, for the
moment, that the probabilisticatheologianis right and that the fact is, G is
improbable on E. Whatis supposed to follow from that? How is that to be
construed as an objection to theistic belief? How does the atheologian's
argumentgo from there? It doesn't follow, of course, that theism is false.
Nor does it follow that one who accepts both G and E (and, let's add,
recognizes that G is improbable with respect to E) has an irrationalsystem
of beliefs or is in any way guilty of noetic impropriety.For it could be, of
course, that G is improbable with respect to E but probable with respect
to somethingelse we know. I might know, for example, both that
(2)

Feike is a Frisianand 9 out of 10 Frisianscan't swim,

and
(3)

Feike is a Frisianlifeguardand 99 out of 100 Frisianlifeguards
can swim;
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it is plausibleto hold that
(4)

Feike can swim

is probablewith respectto (3) but improbablewith respectto (2). If, furthermore, (2) and (3) are all we know about Feike's swimmingability, the view
that he can swim is more acceptablethan the view that he can't, even though
we know something with respect to which the formeris improbable.Indeed,
we might very well know both (2) and (4); we might very well know a pair
of propositionsA and B such that A is improbableon B. So even if it were
a fact that E is evidence againstG or that G is improbableon E, that fact,
so far, isn't of much consequence.
What the atheologianmust show, if he wants to show that there is a viable
objection to theism here, is that on some relevantbody of total evidence his own, perhaps,or the theist's, or perhapsa body of total evidencesharedby
all those who arepartyto the dispute - G is improbable.If he could show that
G is improbableon his own total evidence, the atheologiancould show that
he has a good reasonfor rejectingtheism;if he could show that G is improbable
on the theist's total evidence then he could show, perhaps,that the theist is
irrationalor guilty of noetic improprietyin accepting G. It won't be of any
use, incidentally, for him to show that G is improbableon what the theist
and atheologianboth know - i.e., the set of propositionsS such that A is a
member of S if and only if both theist and atheologianknow A. Quantum
mechanics, no doubt, is quite improbable with respect to what my mother
and RichardFeynmanboth know; but that's no objection to it.
So the atheologian must show that G is improbablewith respect to the
relevant body of total evidence, whatever exactly that is. To do this, he
would be obliged to consider all the sorts of reasonsnaturaltheologianshave
invoked in favor of theistic belief - the traditionalcosmological,teleological
and ontologicalarguments,for example. He would also have to considermore
recent versions of the moral argumentas developed, for example, by A. E.
Taylor, and still more recently by Robert Adams, along with the sorts of
broadly inductive argumentsdeveloped by F. R. Tennant, C. S. Lewis, E. L.
Mascall, Basil Mitchell, and others; and he'd have to show either that these
argumentsdon't really produce any evidence for G at all, or that, if they do,
that evidence is outweighed by the evidence against G furnishedby E. This
would be a substantialand difficult project - one no atheologianhas undertaken so far. Herein lies the beauty of the deductive argument from evil
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(from the atheologicalpoint of view); if that argumentcould only be made
to work the putativefavorableevidencecould be gracefullyignored.
Perhaps we may best understandthe atheologian as purveyinga sort of
challenge: G is improbableon E; so the theist must concede that G is improbable on the total evidence, unless he can show that G is probable on
T - E, the relevent body of total evidence apart from E. So if the theist
can't establish any of the argumentsfor G, he should concede that G is
improbableon total evidence. (And, so far, the atheologianmight add, none
of the theistic argumentslooks very compelling.) Here the alleged principle
underlyingthe challengeseems to be
(5)

If A is improbablewith respect to B and also with respect to C,
then A is improbablewith respect to B and C.

Of course the theist may not be at all inclined to agreethat G is improbable
with respect to T - E, even if he can't show that it is probablewith respect
to that body of evidence; things of this sort are notoriously difficult to
demonstrate.But in any event the 'principle'on which the challengeis based
is false. Considera modest lottery of 8 tickets. That either ticket 2 or ticket
3 will win is improbableon the information that one of the first five tickets
will win, as it is on the information that one of tickets 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 will
win. On the conjunction of these bits of information,however,it is probable
that either ticket 2 or ticket 3 will win.
A great deal more needs to be said, therefore, about what is supposed to
follow from the alleged fact that G is improbable with respect to E. But
suppose we concede, for purposes of argument, that if G is improbableon
E, then it is improbable on the relevant body of total evidence, whatever
exactly that may be. This is an enormous assumption;there seems little if
any reasonto think it true;but I shall not presentlycontest it.
Our central question, then: is G improbable with respect to E? It isn't
self-evidentor obvious that it is; so why should we think so? A theist, after
all, might accept the ontological argument,or like Aquinas, reject the argument but accept its conclusion: that God exists necessarily,exists in every
possible world and is essentially omniscient, omnipotent and wholly good.
But if this is so, then G is a necessarytruth, in which case E (and every other
proposition) entails G. But if E entails G, then the denial of G is not probable
with respect to E - not, at any rate, if the axioms of the probabilitycalculus
govem the relationship the atheologian claims G and E stand in, when he
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claims that G is improbable with respect to E. In holding that G is improbable on E, therefore, the atheologian is committed to holding that no
version of the ontological argumentis sound and that its conclusion is false.
He is not committed merely to holding that the OntologicalArgumentis not
a proof of its conclusion,or that it is not a successfulpiece of naturaltheology;
he must hold that the argumentis unsound and its conclusion false. True
enough, the atheologianmay not mind being thus committed; but if he has
no argument for the claim that G is improbableon E, it is hard to see how
how he can sensibly accuse the theist of noetic impropriety in accepting
both G and E. It would be as if the theist, in the absence of any argument
whatever, were to claim that the atheologian is irrationalin holding, as he
does, that G is improbableon E, when the fact is G is a necessarytruth and
hence has a probability of 1 with respect to E. So the atheologianneeds an
argumentfor his claim that G is improbableon E.
And even if we hold in abeyance the issue of God's necessaryexistence,
we must ask what reason there is for thinkingG is improbableon E. Wehave
agreed that G and E are consistent; it could be that God could not have
actualizeda world as good as this one with less evil. On what grounds,then,
are we to hold that though G and E are consistent, G is improbableon E?
Surely the atheologianneeds an argumenthere. If he simplyassertsthis claim
the theist can simply retort that he doesn't think so.

II. ARGUMENTS FOR G IS IMPROBABLE

ONE

Whatkind of argumentcould he give?It isn't easy to find publishedargument
for this conclusion; Cornmanand Lehrer, however, produce a sort of argument:
If you were all-good, all-knowing,and all-powerful,and you were goingto createa
universe in which there were sentient beings- beings that are happy and sad, enjoy
pleasure,feel pain, express love, anger,pity, hatred- what kind of world would you
create?Try to imaginewhat such a world would be like. Wouldit be like the one which
actually does exist, this world we live in? Wouldyou create a world such as this one if
you had the power and know-howto createany logicallypossibleworld?If your answer
is 'no', as it seems it must be, then you should begin to understandwhy the evil of
sufferingand pain in this world is such a problemfor anyone who thinks God created
this world;then, it seems, we should conclude that it is improbablethat it was created
or sustainedby anythingwe would call God. Thus, given this particularworld,it seems
we shouldconcludethatit is improbablethatGod - who if he exists, createdthe world exists. Consequently,the belief that God does not exist, ratherthan the belief that he
exists, would seem to be justifiedby the evidencewe find in this world.7
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This appearsto be an argumentfor the dual conclusion that G is improbable
on E and also improbableon the relevantbody of total evidence.And while
its exact structure may not be wholly clear, it is clear that the argumentis
vitiated by it's reliance on 'Leibniz' Lapse' - the idea that if God is omnipotent, then it follows that He could have actualizedjust any possible world.8
And in any event is there really more, here, than the simple assertionthat G
is indeed improbableon E - and on the relevanttotal evidence?
In the course of developingwhat he calls a 'strongargument'for atheism,
William Rowe gives an argument whose conclusion, I think, is that E is
evidence for the denialof G:
...we must then ask whetherit is reasonableto believethat all the instancesof profound,
seemingly pointless human and animal suffering lead to greatergoods. And, if they
should somehow all lead to greatergoods, is it reasonableto believethat an omnipotent,
omniscientbeing could not have broughtabout any of those goods without permitting
the instancesof sufferingwhich supposedlylead to them?Whenwe considerthese more
generalquestionsin the light of our experienceand knowledgeof the varietyand profusion of human and animal suffering occurringdaily in our world, it seems that the
answermust be no. It seems quite unlikelythat all the instancesof intense humanand
animal suffering occurringdaily in our world lead to greatergoods, and even more
unlikely that if they all do, an omnipotent,omniscientbeingcould not haveachievedat
least some of those goods without permittingthe instancesof sufferingthat lead to
them. In the light of our experienceand knowledgeof the varietyand scale of human
and animal sufferingin our world, the idea that none of those instancesof suffering
could have been preventedby an omnipotentbeing without the loss of a greatergood
seemsan extraordinary,absurdidea, quite beyond our belief.9

Here Rowe suggeststhat the theist is committed to a double supposition:
(6)

All instances of human and animal suffering 'lead to' greater
goods,

and
(7)

God, who is omniscient and omnipotent, could not have brought
about any of these goods without permittingthe evils that lead
to them.

I'm not sure how to understand'leads to' as Rowe uses it here; perhapshis
idea is that (accordingto the theist) each instance of sufferingis a counterfactually sufficient condition of a greatergood. This is unimportant,however;
what really counts is the second part of what Rowe attributes to the theist:
that God could not have brought about certain good states of affairsthat do
in fact obtain (the greater goods to which the instances of suffering lead)
without permitting those instances of suffering. Apparently Rowe believes
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the theist is committed to holding that for each instance of sufferingthere is
a greater good God could not have brought about without permittingthat
instance of suffering - a greatergood being greater in that it outweighs the
evil of the instance of suffering.And perhapswe can say that a good state of
affairs G outweighs an evil state of affairs E if and only if the conjunctive
state of affairs G and E is a good state of affairs. As Rowe sees it, then, the
theist is committed to
(8)

For each evil state of affairsE that obtains, there is a good state
of affairs G such that (a) G outweighs E, and (b) God, though
omnipotent and omniscient, could not have brought about G
without permittingE.

This is the first step of Rowe's argument.The second step, as I see it, is the
claim that (8) is exceedingly improbable with respect to the amount and
variety of evil we actually find; it seems very unlikely, he thinks, that there
should be an omnipotent being so related to the evils that actually occur,
that for each of them there is some good he could not have brought about
without permittingthat evil.
But here I doubt that Rowe has said quite what he meant. (8) isn't nearly
so strenuous as it looks at first sight; it is satisfied, for example, if for each
evil state of affairs that obtains there is a good state of affairs that includes
it.10 And this condition is satisfied if a, the actual world, is a good state
of affairs - if a contains, on balance, more good than evil. We can see this
as follows. If oais a good state of affairs, then for each evil state of affairs
E that obtains, there is a good state of affairs - a - that includes it. But
if a good state of affairs G includes an evil state of affairs E, then the
conjunctivestate of affairs G and E is equivalent to G (just as a proposition
A is equivalent to A & B if A entails B.) If S and S*, furthermore,are
equivalent states of affairs, then it isn't possible that S be more valuable
or less valuable than S*; equivalent states of affairs will be equivalent in
value. So for each evil state of affairsE that obtains,E & a has the samevalue
as a and hence is a good state of affairs;a, thereforeoutweighsB. Thusif a is
a good state of affairs, the first condition of (8) is satisfied: for each evil E
there is a good G - namely ai - that outweighs it. But the second condition
is also satsfied; even though God is omnipotenthe could hardlyhave brought
about a without permittingthe evil states of affairsa includes.(8), therefore,
is true if otis a good state of affairs.
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Furthermore,it is plausibleto think that (8) is true only if a is a good state
of affairs. Suppose atis not a good state of affairs, and let E! be the largest
evil state of affairs axincludes. That is, E! is an evil state of affairs,is included
by a, and includesevery evil state of affairsa includes. E! is not, presumably,
outweighed by any good state of affairs; if it were, a itself presumably,
would be a good state of affairs.So if axis not a good state of affairs,the first
condition of (8) is not satisfied.
Hence (8) is entailed by
(9)

a is a good state of affairs

and is plausibly thought to entail it. So (8) is improbablewith respect to E
only if (9) is. I gather, however, that Rowe is not at all preparedto hold
that (9) is particularlyunlikely, either with respect to E or with respect to
total evidence. So I don't think (8) is what is at issue here.
But then what is at issue?Perhaps
(10)

Each evil E is such that God could not have actualized1 a world
as good as the actual world without permittingE.

This too won't be quite right; perhaps some evil E is such that God could
have actualized a world as good as at without permittingE, but only by
permittingsome other evil or by deleting some good in such a way that the
resulting possible world would have been no better than o. If so, God's
goodness certainly wouldn't prevent him from permitting E. Whatreally is
at issue, here, I think, is the question whether God could have actualized
a world that was just as good as the actual world, but contained less evil,
overall. That is, I think Rowe means to say that the theist is committed
to somethinglike
(11)

God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good; and every
world God could have actualized that contains less evil than the
actual world, contains a less favorableoverallbalanceof good and
evil than does the actual world;

or, equivalently,
(12)

God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good; and the actual
world is a better world than any world God could have actualized
that contains less evil than the actual world.
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Rowe means to hold, I think, that the theist is committed to (12) (he is obviously committed to its first conjunct; and perhapsRowe believes that the
first conjunct entails the second), and (12), he thinks, is improbable with
respect to E.
Suppose this is what Rowe thinks: is he right?Perhapsnot quite: the first
conjunct of (12) by no means obviouslyentails the second. To approachthis
question, we should note first of all that for all we know, there is no such
thing as the best world God could have actualized, or even a best world He
could have actualized.Perhapsfor every world WGod could have actualized,
there is a better world W* he could have actualized. Of course we don't
know that this is so; but we also don't know that it isn't so; and hence we
can't properly assume that there is a best world God could have actualized.
Now let's suppose that the total amount of good, - past, presentand future
- the actual world contains is 1018 felics. (Christianitysuggests that the
quantity of good a containsis in some sense infinite, for it suggeststhat there
is a future time after which there will forever be continuing and ever more
impressivegood. If this were so, our term '1018 felics' would be misleading
in that it suggestsa finite quantity of good; but let's let that pass.) The actual
world, therefore, contains 1018 felics. Now it is possible that every world
God could have actualized and which contains 1018 felics of good, also
contains some evil. And it could be that among the worlds God could have
actualized that contain 1018 felics of good, there is no world Wthat contains
a least amount of evil. Just as there might be no best world God could have
actualized, so there might be no best world containing 1018 felics God
could have actualized; it could be that for every world God could have
actualizedcontaining 1018 felics of good and r units of evil, there is another
world he could have actualizedcontaining 1018 felics of good and less evil.
Considerthe class of worldsC such that Wis a memberof C if and only if (1)
God could have actualized W,and (2) Wcontains 1018 felics of good. One
possiblity for all we know, is as follows. First, there are uncountably many
worldsin C. Second, every world in C contains at least Qturps of evil (where Q
is some number less than but very close to 1013 - 1012.999. -9, let's say),
but no worldin C contains exactly Qturps.And finally, for any realnumbere,
there is a member of C such that the amount of evil it containsis within e of
Q. If this were so, then among the worlds God could have actualized that
contain 1018 felics of good, there wouldn't be any containinga least amount
of evil.
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But if this were so the second conjunct of (12) wouldn't be true; no world
that contained 1018 felics and was such that God could have actualizedit,
would then be better than every world God could have actualized that
contained less evil. In no way, of course, would this compromiseGod's goodness; if there is no best world He could have actualized, He can hardly be
faulted for failing to actualize the best world He could have actuali'zed.The
most that could sensibly be requiredis that the evil in the actual world be
near Q- where nearnesscan be spelled out in any way, short of identity, the
atheologianpleases.
But supposewe waive this considerationand concede, for purposesof argument, that the theist is after all committed to (12); let us suppose that G
entails (12). There's no reason whatever to think this is true; but let's suppose so anyway. Rowe's second step is to claim that (12) is improbable,given
the amount and variety of evil we do in fact find; that is, (12) is improbable
with respect to E. And if (12) is entailed by G, then G is improbablewith
respectto E.
But is (12) improbablewith respect to E? Why should we think so? Are
there grounds for this claim? How are we supposed to tell whether or not
(12) is improbablewith respect to E? Do we just take a good look at these
two propositions?What considerationsare relevantto determiningwhether
Rowe's claim is true?How can we proceedhere?
III. EVIL AND 'A PRIORI' PROBABILITIES

Perhapswe can make progressby inquiringinto the relationshipwhich holds
between A and B when B is evidence for A or when A is probable with
respect to B. Just what relation is it that the atheologiansays holds between
E and G when he says the former is evidence against the latter, or that G,
the denial of G, is probablewith respectto E? The natureof this relationship
is, of course, subject to enormous dispute; this area of inquiry bristles with
paradox,mystery, and confusion; it is fraughtwith difficulty, darkness,and
despair. Where can we start? Perhaps with the calculus of probabilities.
Although this area is indeed racked by disagreement,most'2 workersin it
take it that the relationshipbetween a pair of propositionsA and B when B
is evidence for or againstA is a relationship that conforms to the calculus
of probabilities,or is based on a relationshipthat so conforms. Presumably,
then, the atheologian will hold that the relationship he characteristically
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ascribes to G and E conforms to this calculus. (At any rate if he doesn't
suppose this, it is hard to see how even to considerhis claim without further
explanationon his part.)
We shall take probability to be a three termed relation among a pair of
propositions and a real number. WhereA, B and C13 are variablesranging
over propositions and r a variable rangingover real numbers,P(A/B) = r is
the propositionthat the probabilityof A with respect to B is r; A is the denial
or negation of A; A & B is the conjunction of A with B; andA v B is the disjunction of A with B. Axioms for the calculus of probabilitiesmay then be
stated as follows.14
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

l.
P(A/B)=r,O?r?
B
If entailsA, P(A/B) = 1.
If A & B & C is not possible andA is possible,
P((B v C)/A) = P(B/A) x P(C/A).
P((A & B)/C) = P(A/C) x P(B/(A & C)).
If A entailsB and B entailsA, then P(A/C) = P(B/C) and
P(C/A) = P(C/B).

A couple of explanatory remarksabout these axioms.15 A1 says simply that
for any two propositionsA andB, the probabilityof A on B is between 0 and
1 (includingthose endpoints). It thereforeassertsthat the probabilityrelation
is connected among propositions; any pair of propositions are thus such
that the first has some probabilityor other on the second. Accordingto A2,
if B entails A, then A has maximal probabilitywith respect to B; the logical
consequences of a proposition have maximal probabilitywith respect to it.
A3, the Addition Axiom, says that, given the conditions stipulated in its
antecedent, the probability of a disjunctionon givenevidenceis equal to the
sum of the probabilitiesof the disjuncts on that evidence. A4 is the Multiplicative Axiom; it states that the probability of a conjunction, on given
evidence, is equal to the probability of the first conjunct, on that evidence,
multiplied by that of the second on the conjunction of the first with the
given evidence. A5, finally, says simply that logically equivalentpropositions
have the same probability on given evidence, and that a given proposition
has the same probability on logically equivalentpropositions.Thus logically
equivalent propositions are intersubstitutiblein probability contexts salva
veritate.
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There are a few theorems that will prove useful in our subsequentdiscussion: I shall state them without proof.
T,

If B is possible,P(A/B) = 1 -P(A/B)

T2

If P(B/C)

T3

If P(B/C)

T4

If P(A/B) = n andA entails C, then P(C/B) > n.

O,then P(A/(B & C))

$

P((A &B)/C)
P(B/C)

0, then P(A/(B & C)) = P(A/C) xP(B/(A & C))

P(B/C)
T3 is called 'Bayes' Theorem';it is named for the distinguished18th century
clergyman Thomas Bayes. (It is not recorded whether Bayes found his
Theoremuseful in pastoralwork.) T3 is sometimescalled 'the InverseProbability Theorem'; given backgroundevidence C, T3 gives us the probabilityof
A on B in terms of the probabilityof B on A (together with the probabilities
of A andB on that information).

That is, the logical consequencesof a propositionare at least as probable,on
given evidence, as is the proposition itself. If we say that A confirmsB when
P(B/A) > 1/216, then we may say that a proposition confirms the logical
consequencesof any propositionit confirms.
Finally, a corollaryof T4 is
T5

If P(A/B) = n and C entailsA, then P(C/A) < n.

That is, what entails a propositionA is no more probable,on givenevidence,
than A. Hence if a proposition A disconfirmsB (if, that is, P(B/A) < 1/2),
then A disconfirmsevery propositionthat entailsB.
Thus lightly armed,let us return to our subject. The atheologian'sclaim,
you recall,is that
G

God is omnipotent, omniscientand wholly good

is improbableon
E

Thereare 1013 turps of evil.

Rowe arguedthat G is improbableon E becauseG entails
(12)

God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good; and the actual
world is a better world than any world God could have actualized
that containsless evil;
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but (12), he says, is improbableon E; hence G is improbableon E. Wenoted
that G doesn't at all obviously entail E; but in any event the atheologianis
committed to supposingthat (12) is improbableon E if he means to hold that
G is. (12) entails G; hence (by TO)G is improbableon E only if (12) is.
A central atheological claim, then, is that P((12)/E) S 1/2. As I have
alreadyremarked,this is neitherself-evident,or obvious, or generallyaccepted
by all parties to the dispute, or part of the currentlore about probability,
or accepted by all rational persons or all the relevant experts. Why then
should we think it true? How could we tell? What would be relevant to
deciding?Perhapsthe following will providea bit more insight.
First of all, let's revise(12) a bit to
(12*)

God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good and God could
not have actualized a world as good as the actual world but
containing less evil than the 1013 turps of evil the actual world
contains.

The atheologian, of course, is committed to holding that (12*), like (12), is
improbable on E; for (12*), like (12), entails G; and he holds that G is improbable on E. Now (12*) entails that God has actualized the actual world
(i.e., whatever world is in fact actual); its first conjunct entails that God
exists, and it is a necessary truth that if God exists, then he has actualized
whatever world is, in fact, actual. (If you don't think this is a necessary
truth, just revise (12*) so that it reads 'God is the omnipotent, omniscient
and wholly good creatorof the world;and...'). Now let T be any tautology either some ants are parasiticor none are, for example. Accordingto Bayes'
Theorem,

(13)

P((12*)/(E&T)) =P(12*IT) xP(E/(12* & T))
P(E/T)

Since any proposition is logically equivalent to its conjunction with a
tautology, E & T is equivalent to E and (12) & T to (12). By As, therefore,
(13) is equivalentto

(14)

P((12*)IE)
P((12*)/) xP(EI(12*))
2
P((l*)/EP(E/T)

(12*), furthermore,entails E; for if the actual world contains 10'3 turpsof
evil, then E is true. Hence, by A2, P(E/(12*)) = 1; so (14) is equivalentto
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P((12*)/E)=

PLANTINGA

P((l 2*)IT)
P(E/T)

Let's say that the probabilityof a proposition with respect to a tautology is
its a priori probability.What follows, then, is that P((1 2*)/E) is equal to the
a priori probability of (12*) divided by the a priori probability of E. Hence
the atheological claim - that P(G/E) < 1/2 - is true only if the a priori
probabilityof (12*) is less than 1/2 the a priori probability of E. That is, E
disconfirmsG only if the probabilityof E with respectto a tautology is more
than twice that of (12*) with respect to that tautology. Suppose per impossible, all you knew were some tautologies. If the atheologian is right
about E and (12*), E would have to be more than twice as probable,on what
you know, as (12*).
We may approach the same point from a slightly different direction. By
the multiplicativeaxiom,
(16)

P((E & G)/T) = P(E/T) x P(G/ (E & T)).

Hence
(17)
(17)

P(G/ (E & 7)) P((E&G)/I)
~~~~~P(E/T7)

and by A5
(18)

& E)/I)
P(G/E) = P((G
P(E/T7)

If the atheological claim is correct, therefore, the a priori probability of
G & E must be less than half that of E.
But how could the probability of E with respect to a tautology be twice
as great as that of G & E or (12*)? How could a tautology discriminatethus
among propositions?Indeed, does it make sense to say that E or G & E or
(12*) have a probabilityon a tautology?How could a contingentproposition
have a probability on a tautology? Whatsense can we make of these a priori
probabilities?To answer these questions, we must inquire more closely into
the nature of the relationshiprepresentedby 'P(A/B) = n'. That is to say,
we shall have to considerhow the probabilitycalculusis to be interpreted.
There are nowadays three important interpretations of the probability
calculus (with several sub-varietiesof each): the logical interpretation,ac-
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cording to which the probability relation is a quasi-logicalrelation of which
entailment is a special case, the frequency interpretationwhich holds that
probability statements essentially record the relative frequency of events
of one sort among events of another, and the personalist interpretation,
accordingto which basic probabilitystatements essentiallyrecordthe degree
to which someone accepts some proposition or other. WhatI propose to do
is to see what this a priori probabilitymight be and what the atheologian's
argumentlooks like from the perspectiveof each of these interpretations.
IV. PERSONALISM

AND ATHEOLOGY

I turn first to the personalistinterpretationof the ProbabilityCalculus,which
goes back to F. P. Ramsey and has been espoused, in one form or another,
by Brunode Finetti,17 RichardJeffrey,'8 and Ian Hacking.'9 The personalist
classicallyholds that for eachpersonS thereis a credencefunction: a function
fromthe set of propositionsbelievedby S into the real numbersbetween 0 and
1. Ps(A) = n, then, records something like the degree to which S believes
or accepts A; Ps(A) = 1 proclaimsS's utter and absolute endorsementof A
while Ps(A) = 0 records S's entire and whole-heartedcommitment to A.
Ps(A) measuresS's partial belief that A. For most personsS, for example,
Ps(Tucson is in Arizona) > Ps(London, England is north of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan).Personalistssometimesclaim to be able to measureS's partial
belief that A by engaginghim in certain betting situations involvingA. (A
bit of skepticism seems justified when A is something like God has created
the world;and in any event there is no guaranteethat S will be willingto take
part in any of these wagers.)
Ps(A/B), on the other hand, measuresS's conditional partialbelief - his
partialbelief that A, given the condition that B. Ps(A/B) is defined thus:
Ps(AIB) = Ps(B)

p) rovided that Ps(B)

0.

(Comparethis expression with A4 above.) It was the a priori probabilitiesof
G and E - their probabilitieson tautologicalevidence - that gave us pause
before; but from the present point of view a priori probabilities,like Caesar's
wife Calpurnia, are entirely above reproach. Let's suppose S's credence
function Ps conforms to the calculusof probabilities.This does not guarantee
that there is some propositionA - B or B, for example - such that Ps(A) =
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1. However, we can easily enough normalizeS's credence function by multiplying Ps(A), for every A, by 1/n, where n is the highest value Ps assigns.
Then Ps(T) = 1, where T is any tautology;andPs(A/T) = Ps(A & T)/Ps(T) =
Ps(A)/1 = Ps(A): S's partialbelief that A. So if Ps conforms to the calculus
of probabilities,the a priori probability of a proposition (with respect to S)
is simply the degreeto whichS believesthat proposition.Herethere is nothing
to give us pause; the notion of a priori probability, from this point of view,
occasions no special difficulty, Ps(G/T) < 1/2 Ps(E/1), is true if and only if S
believes E more than twice as firmly as he believes G. And while the notion
of a quantitativemeasure of belief may conceal substantial difficulty, the
general idea is easy enough to graspand presentsno particularperplexities.
But if it presentsno overwhelmingperplexities,it is also hard to see how
the atheologian can make use of the personalistinterpretationin presenting
a probabilisticargument for atheism, or a probabilisticobjection to theism.
Indeed, the view as so far presentedhas no normativeaspect at all; hence it
can hardlybe used to show that the theist's beliefs are noetically irresponsible
or lacking in intellectual respectability.The personalisttypically adds, however, that a person's beliefs are rational only if they are coherent - only if,
that is, they conform to the probability calculus. Thus my beliefs are incoherent if, say, Pp(A) = 0.7, Pp(B) = 0.5 andA entailsB. This requirement
doesn't look unduly stringent, and, as we shall see in a moment, from a
certainpoint of view it is permissiveindeed.
But from another point of view it is hopelessly strong. In the first place,
if Ps conforms to the probabilitycalculus,then Ps(T) = 1 for every necessary
truth T - even those whose truth isn't presently known (as well as those S
has not so far had the pleasureof hearingof). Since either Goldbach'sconjecture or its denial is a necessary truth, S, if he is coherent, will embrace
Goldbach's conjecture with maximum enthusiasm or else thus embrace its
denial - and this despite the fact that no one knows whether or not Goldbach's conjecture is true. Similarly A2 requiresthat if S believesA, then S
must believe the logical consequences of A at least as strongly as he believes
A. This, again, is a bit too much to expect, since, unless S is exceptionally
well informed, he will not have heard of nearly all the consequencesof what
he believes. We could perhaps make a stab at amelioratingthis difficulty
by restrictingthe range of the implicit universalquantifiersin A1 - A5 to
the set of propositionsaccepted (to some degree or other) by S. Even if we
do so, however, coherence still requiresthat S believe every necessarytruth
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he believes to the same degree;that is, Ps(N) = 1 for any necessary truth N
that is in the domain of S's credence function. This might be thought to set
an admirablyhigh standard;but the fact is a rationalperson will not, typically, believe all the necessary truthshe believes,with equal enthusiasm.He will
not, for example, believe Godel'sSecond Theorem(or the truth that there are
no nonexistent objects or that what is possible does not vary from world to
world) to the same degree that he believes 2 + 1 = 3 or the corresponding
conditionalof ModusPonens.
But suppose we waive all this and concede, for purposesof argument,that
if S is rational, then his credencefunction Ps is coherent. How are we to construe, from the personalistpoint of view, the atheologicalclaim that P(G/E) <
1/2? As a truth about the atheologian,i.e., as Pa(G & E)/Pa(E) < 1/2? While
this informationmay possess a certain biographicalcharm,it is certainlynot
unexpected;we alreadyknew that the atheologian'sdegreeof belief in G (and
hence in G & E) is low. And what is therehere to disturbthe theist? This bit
of news about the atheologian's credence function is perhaps moderately
interesting(at least to his friends and relatives)but how does it constitute an
objection to theistic belief? How is this an objection to theistic belief? It is
hard indeed to see here any way at all to construct an argumentfor atheism
or for the conclusion that theismis untenable.20
Perhaps the personalist atheologian is to be construed as claiming that
P(G/E) < 1/2 is rational,that is, can be embeddedin a coherent set of beliefs.
This is certainly true, but of dubiousrelevance.For the theist can retort that
P(G/E) > 1/2 or even P(G/E) = 1 are rational in this sense; they too can be
embodied in a coherent set of beliefs. Indeed, if G and E are logically independent, then for any real numberr, P(G/E) = r can be embeddedin a set of
beliefs that conforms to the probabilitycalculus.
Accordingly, the personalist interpretation offers no aid at all to the
atheologian intent on a probabilistic argument from evil. On the official
personalist view, coherence is necessary and sufficient for rational acceptability. So any set of beliefs is rationalif coherent; and any consistent belief
is rational in that it can be embedded in a coherent set of beliefs. This is
indeed a counsel of tolerance;it tolerates sheer absurdity.From this point
of view, I could be perfectly rationalin believing that the sun will not rise
tomorrow, even if my evidence on this topic is just like everyone else's. It
is thereforeno wonderthat personalismdoesn't offer much to the atheologian
intent on convicting the theist of holding untenable beliefs; and this may
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plausibly be seen not so much as a point in favor of theism as a point against
personalism.21
V. ATHEOLOGY

AND THE LOGICAL CONCEPT OF PROBABILITY

I turn, therefore, to the second of the three interpretationsof the probability
calculus: the logical interpretationdeveloped by Carnap22and his followers.
According to the official personalistview, as we have seen, a necessary(and
perhapssufficient) condition of S's beliefs being rationalis that they be coherent, conform to the probabilitycalculus. Nowvthe heart and soul of the
logical interpretationis that for any propositionsA and B, A has a certain
perfectly objective probability with respect to B. From this point of view,
therefore, the logical interpretation may be seen as laying down further
necessary conditions of rationality; it specifies that just one of the many
coherent credence functions is in fact correct. A statement of the form
P(A/B) = n, therefore may be thought of as specifying the rational degree
of belief that A, given B as evidence. Perhapsthe rationaldegreeof belief in
(19)

Feike can swim

given
(20)

Nine out of ten Frisianscan swim and Feike is a Frisian

is 0.9; that is,
(21)

P((19)/(20)) = 0.9.

If so, the rational person who knows (20) and knows nothing else relevant
will believe (19) to degree0.9.
More fundamentally, however, on the logical interpretation such a
propositionas (21) is not first of all about what is or isn't rational;fundamentally, (21) records an objective, quasi-logicalfact about (19) and (20). It's
truth in no way depends upon anyone's belief or knowledge, or upon any
other contingent state of affairs. From this point of view, the probability
relation may be thought of as partial entailment, with entailmentsimpliciter
the limiting case where P(A/B) = 1. (20) does not entail (19); but perhaps
we may say that the formerpartiallyentails the latter; this reflects the strictly
logical characterof probability.And just as A entails B is necessarilytrue if
true at all, so propositionslike (21) are either necessarilytrue or necessarily
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false. Probability thus construed has nothing to do with partial belief, or
uncertainty, or lack of knowledge; God may not need probability, but he
nonetheless knows the value of P(A/B) for any propositionsA and B. So if
our atheologian accepts the logical interpretation of probability, he will
hold that
(22)

P(G/E) < 1/2

and
(23)

P((12*)/E) < 1/2

state necessary truths about G, (12*), and E - truths in no way relative to
anyone'sknowledgeor belief.
A. Whatabout 'APriori'Probabilities?
As we have seen, the probabilisticatheologianis committed to holding that
P((12*)IT) < 1/2 P(E/T), where T is any tautology. We have been calling
P((12*)/T) and P(G/T) the a priori probabilitiesof (12*) and G. From'the
point of view of the logical interpretation,however, this is something of a
misnomer; it certainly doesn't seem possible to discover a priori what
P(G/T) or P(E/T) might be. (Maybeit's no easiera posterioi; but it certainly
can't be done a priori). Of course the central thrust of the logical view is no
such epistemological claim as that these probabilitiescan be discovereda
priori, but just that every proposition has a definite, wholly objective
probabilityon a tautology.
But is there really any reason at all to think this is true? How could a
tautology (24)

Eithersome ants are parasiticor none are

- for example, be probabilisticallyrelevantto such contingent propositions
as, for example, G or E or
(25)

Paul L. Zwieris wearingan orangeshirt?

And even if tautologies are thus probabilisticallyrelevant,shouldn't all contingent propositions have the same probability with respect to a tautology?
(24), I should think, gives us no reason to accept (25) and none to accept
its denial. If we know only tautologies, it would seem that we have just
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as much reason to think (25) true as to think it false: in each case we have no
reason at all. Consider E or G or (12*); if all I knew were tautologies,
shouldn'tI take these propositionsto be equi-probablewith their denials?
The answer, of course, is no. Let A be any contingent proposition and B
any proposition logically independent of A. A is equivalent to (A & B) v
(A &B). If every contingent proposition has an a priori probabilityof 1/2,
P(A &B)/T)= 1/2 and P((A &B)/T) = 1/2. But then by A3 P((A &B)v
(A &B))/T) =1. P(A/T), however is 1/2, since A is contingent. Hence
P(A/T) = 1/2 whileP((A & B) v (A & B))/T) = 1; and this violatesA5 .
We might retort that it is simple or atomic contingent propositions that
have an a priori probabilityof 1/2. But this too is unsatisfactory.The deeper
reason is that the notions of simplicity and atomicity, while perfectly at
home in formal systems, where one deals with sentences, have no clear
application to propositions.This is a large and difficult topic, however, and
here we need not enter it. For suppose the notion of atomicity did apply
to propositions: what would be the a priori probability of there are just 17
horses? Propositions of this sort clearly cannot have an a priori probability
of 1/2; if they did,
(26)

Thereare either 17, 18 or 19 horses

would have (by A3) an a priori probability of 3, which is frowned upon
in these contexts.
You might complain that there are just 17 horses is not an atomic or
simple proposition, but has the quantificationalcomplexity its symbolization
in first-orderlogic suggests.Very well, considera small spot and name it 'Sam'.
If Sam is red, Sam is blue and Sam is yellow each have an a prion probability
of 1/2, we have (by A3) the same unfortunatecircumstanceas with (26).
Contingent propositions thus cannot all have a priori probability of 1/2;
but then they can't all have the same probability. For if they don't all have
an a priori probability of 1/2, then some must have an a priori probability
different from that of their contingent denials. Nor is it plausibleto think
that every atomic proposition has the same a priori probability(if indeed,
a distinction between atomic and complex propositions can be sustained).
For returnto the spot we named 'Sam'and consider
(27)

Sam is colored.

Will (27) be simple or complex? We might be tempted to hold that it is complex on the grounds that it is not logically independent of such simple
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propositions as Sam is red, Sam is blue, and the like. But if we requirethat
simple propositions be logically independent of each other, then the above
pair won't qualify as simple - despite the fact that they seem to be as good
candidatesfor simplicityas any we can think of. Wemight try arguinginstead
that (27) is complex because it is equivalent to a vast disjunction that
contains a different disjunctfor each color. But do we haveany reasonto think
that there is a determinatenumber of colors? And even if there is, then Sam
is red can be seen to be equivalentto a conjunctionwhich contains, for each
color C except red, a conjunctof the form Samis not C. It is thus exceedingly
difficult to find grounds for holding that (27) is complex. But if it is simple,
then not all simple contingent propositions will have the same a priori
probability; for surely (27) and Sam is red will not have the same a priori
probability. Accordingly, contingent propositions and indeed atomic
contingent propositionsdo not all have the samea priori probability.
But how can a tautology thus discriminateamongcontingent propositions,
ascribingto some a higher probability than it ascribesto others? Is there, in
fact, any reason to suppose that contingent propositionshave a priori probabilities? The question is not, of course, whether perhaps their a priori
probability is zero; the question is whether they have any degree of probability at all, in the logical sense, with respect to tautologies. To ask for the
probability of G or E on a tautology might be like askingfor the temperature
of the number nine. The temperatureof nine isn't zero (F, C or K); it has no
temperature.Similarly,perhapsG and E have no a priori probability.Perhaps
the probability relation (the relation in which A and B stand when there is
a number n such that P(A/B) = n) isn't connected among propositions;
perhaps it doesn't hold between A and B when A is contingent and B a
tautology. It is easy to see why the proposition Feike can swim would be
thought to have a probabilitywith respect to 9 out of 10 Frisianscan swim
and Feike is a Frisian;but does it have a probability with respect to Either
Feike is a Frisian or he isn't? What actually or allegedly determines the a
priori probability of a proposition? What, if anything, is it supposed to
dependupon?

B. Simplicity
According to Richard Swinbume, the answer is simplicity; the simpler a
hypothesis is, the greaterits a priori probability.
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...where we ascribegreaterintrinsic [i.e., a priori] probabilityto one of two hypotheses
of equal content, intrinsicprobabilityseems to be a matterof simplicity,in that wide
sense of the term in which it is used by philosophersof science.... The simpleran
hypothesisis ... the greaterits intrinsicprobability.23

Any number of hypotheses are ordinarilysupportedby our evidence;the one
we choose is the one with greatest probability on that evidence, which it
typically has by virtue of greatesta priori probability,which it has by virtue
of greatest simplicity. The problem of curve-fitting provides an example.
You have a lot of data; you plot it on a graph;and then of all the lines that
can be drawnthrough the points you have plotted, you choose the simplest
and smoothest. You choose the simplestfunction (the one representedby the
simplest and smoothest curve) even though as many functions as you please
are in fact supported by your evidence. And in so doing you are perfectly
justified, says Swinburne,because the simplera hypothesis is the greaterits
a priori probability.
But this suggestioncannot be right. In the first place, the notion of simplicity as a property of propositions as opposed to sentences is at best
problematic. Although this is a deep and important difficulty, discussingit
here would take us too far afield. But even if we waive this problem
we can see that a priori probability,if there is such a thing, does not depend
in any straight-forwardway upon simplicity. In particular,it is not true that
the simpler a proposition, the greaterits a priori probability.For if that were
true, all logically equivalentpropositionswould be equally simple (since they
have the same a priori probability)and no contingent proposition could be
simplerthan any necessaryproposition(since every necessarypropositionhas
an a priori probabilityof 1). But considerthe followingpropositions:
(28)

Thereare nine planets.

(29)

There are f x2 dx planets; and if, for every set S and for every
function f from S onto,the power set of S, there exists the subset
S* of S such that x is a member of S* if and only if x is not a
memberof f(x), then thereis no universalset.

(28) and (29) are equivalent - that is, true in the very same possible worlds;
but one could hardly claim, with a straight face anyway, that they are
equally simple. The second conjunct of (29), furthermore,certainly looks a
lot less simple that (28); but it is necessaryand (28) is contingent. The second
conjunct of (29) is also equivalentto
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EitherFeike is a Frisianor it is false that Feike is a Frisian;

but it certainlyseems less simple.
Note also that
(31)

If A entailsB, then the a prioriprobabilityof B equalsor exceeds that
of A;

is provablein the probabilitycalculus;and considersuch propositionsas
(32)

There are no horses

and
(33)

Thereare fewer than 1017 horses.

Surely (32) is simpler than (33); so on the suggestion in question, (32)
should have greatera priori probability than (33). But (32) entails (33) and
hence (by 31) cannot have greatera priori probability.Accordingly,a priori
probabilitydoes not dependin this way upon simplicity.
C. Content
A suggestionendorsed by Carnapand others is that it is content that determines a priori probability;the greatercontent a proposition has, the smaller
its a priori probability.The content of a propositionis a matter of how much
it says; and the more it says, the more likely it is to go wrong. On this
suggestion necessary truths have no content at all (and hence have maximal
probability on tautological evidence); and of course all necessary propositions have the same degree of content. This is initially anomalous;is it really
correct to say that Godel's Incompleteness Theorem, for example, has no
more content than 2 + 1 = 3 on the groundsthat both are necessary?But suppose we waive this objection for the moment.
If A entails but is not entailed by B, then, on the presentview, A has more
content (and hence less a priori probability)thanB. Consider,for example,
(34)

Therearejust 2 horses present

and
(35)

There are some horses present.

Here it seems initially plausible to say that (34) has more content than (35);
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(34) says everything that (35) says and more: it says just how many horses
are present. But things begin to look less invitingwhen we compare(35) with,
say, the FundamentalTheorem of the Calculus.The latter is necessary,and
hence entailed by every proposition, including (35); but is it really sensible
to say that (35) says everythingthe FundamentalTheorem says and more?
This notion of content clearly needs a lot of explanation;but insofar as we
do have a rough and ready grasp of the idea of propositional content we
surely can't say, with any show of plausibility, that (35) has more content
than the Fundamental Theorem of the Calculus. And surely it is simply
wrongto say that allnecessarypropositions- Godel's Theorem,for example have no content; many of them, clearlyenough,have a greatdeal of content.
Whatwill be, will be, perhaps, has no content; and if I assert it, perhapsI
merit the scorn that properly attachesto those given to empty andcontentless
assertion. But surely Godel's Theorem and any number of similarnecessary
truths are not thus contentless. And we can't object, here, that this notion of
content is a technical one, to be explained in terms of something else (a
priori probability, for example); for in the present context we are using this
notion to explain a priori probability.But suppose we waive this objection
also.
There are still more serious difficulties. It makes a certain rough sense to
say that (34) has more content than (35); (34) entails but is not entailed by
(35). But what about logically independent propositions?Can we compare
their content? Is there a reason to think they are comparablewith respect
to content? Does
(36)

Thereis at least one horse

have more content than
(37)

Thereis at least one mouse

on the grounds, perhaps, that horses are largerthan mice? Or do they have
the same content? Whatabout (36) and
(38)

Therearejust 3 mice?

Or (36) and
(39)

Thereare at least 8022 mice
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(given that the weight of the averagehorse is equal to- that of 8022 mice,
to the nearest mouse)? Is there any reason to think that (36) and (37), (38)
or (39) are comparablewith respect to content?
And suppose a proposition A entails a proposition B, so that A can
plausibly be said to have more content thanB; what could it mean to say that
A has at least twice as much content as B? An atheologianwho accepts the
Carnapianinterpretationof probability will hold that (12*) has more than
twice the content of E (since he holds that P(E/T) is more than twice as
great as P((1 2*)IT). But even grantedthat we can make sense of this suggestion, what earthly reasonis there for thinkingit true?Whycouldn't the theist
sensibly claim that as he sees things, E has about 9/10 the content of (12*),
so that P((12*)/E) ( and hence P(G/E)) is about 0.9? Then the existence of
God would be highly probable on that of evil. This notion of content is slippery indeed. Suppose these propositions are comparable in content; how
could one possibly tell what ratios their contents stand in?

D. Deeper Troubles
There is a more profound difficulty with the logical interpretation.It isn't
just that there is no reason to think a contingent proposition has an a priori
probability,nor even that if it did, there seems to be no way at all of telling
what it might be. The fact is there seems to be no way to assigncontent and
hence a priori probabilityin a way thatis consistent both with the probability
calculusand with intuition. Consider
(40)
(41)

There are some horses
Thereare between 2 and 2000 horses

and
(42)

Thereare exactly 3 horses.

It seems plausible to say that (40) has less content than (41), which has less
content than (42); hence it may be sensible to say, so far, that P((40)/T) >
P((4 1)/T) > P((42)/T). Now such propositionsas (42) are maximallyspecific
with respect to specifying how many horses there are; they should therefore
have the same content and, on the present suggestion, the same a priori
probability.Consider,therefore,the following set H:
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'Ho Thereareno horses
H1 Thereis just 1 horse
H2 Therearejust 2 horses
H.
Hn Therearejust n horses
H is a countably infinite set of propositions;for each naturalnumbern, H
contains a member accordingto which there are just n horses. All the members of H are maximally specific with respect to the question how many
horses there are; presumably,therefore,all have the same content. If so, they
will have the same a priori probability.But the membersof H can have the
same a priori probability only if they all have a priori probabilityzero. For if
each Hi has the same non-zero a priori probability,then there will be a finite
subsetH* of H such that
(43)

Ho vH1 vH2 v ...vHn,

the disjunction of the membersof H*, will have (by repeatedapplicationsof
A3) an a priori probabilitygreaterthan 1. IThemembersof H must therefore
have zero a prioni probability. This, however, leads to some paradoxical
results.
Consider
(44)

If C = {Ao, AI

...

An} is a finite set of propositions that are

n

mutuallyexclusivein pairsandjointly exhaustive,then ZP(Ai/T) =
0

1.
(44) says that the a pror probabilitiesof any finite set of propositionsmeeting the conditions laid down in its antecedentsum to 1; this is provablein the
probabilitycalculus.A naturalgeneralizationof (44) is
(45)

If C = {Ao, A1 ... An

...}

is a countable set of propositions that

are mutually exclusive in pairs and jointly exhaustive, then
00

ZP(I/T) = 1.
(45) is sometimes called 'CountableAdditivity'. Although it is not provable
in the probability calculus, (45) has great intuitive appeal: to return to our
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set H, the proposition that some member of it is true, has an a priori probability of 1 24; if so, shouldn't the a priori probabilitiesof its memberssum
to 1? If we take the membersof H to have equal content and equala priori
probability,however, we can't accept (45); as we have seen, the only way to
assign equal probability to the members of H is to assign them all zero
probability. Of course we might find it only mildly paradoxicalto reject
(45); the notion of addition it embodies essentially involves the idea of a
limit of an infinite series, and is thus quite different from the notion of addition embodied in A3. Still, it seems at best peculiar to suppose that each
member of H has zero probabilitywhile there is a probabilityof 1 that some
memberof His true.
But perhaps this isn't so strange;one's intuitions get a severe bendingin
this area. Perhapsthe right course is to insist that each memberof Hhas zero
a priori probability. It is hard, indeed, to see how things could go otherwise; clearly the members of H have the same amount of content (though
possible worlds in which, say, there are just 108 horses will contain a lot
more horseflesh than those with just 2 horses) and hence, on the present
suggestion, they have the same a priori probability.And even apartfrom the
idea that a priori probabilitydepends upon content, it seems clear that if the
members of H have any a priori probabilityat all, they have the samea priori
probability;for surelyno numberis more likely on tautologicalevidence, to be
the nufnber of horses than any other. Accordingly,the a priori probability
of the membersof Hmust be zero.
This has some interestingconsequences.In the first place, it follows that
contingent universalpropositions- propositionsof the form
(46)

All A's areB

will have zero a priori probability, provided that for any number n it is
logically possible that there be n A's that are not B. For every universal
propositionis equivalentto one of the sort we find in H;
(47)

All crows are black,

for example, is equivalentto
(48)

Thereare no non-blackcrows.

Since for any number n it is logically possible that there be n non-black
crows, (48) has an a priori probability of zero; but then the same goes for
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(47). Carnapmanfully accepted this consequenceand assertedthat in fact the
a priori probability of such universalpropositions is zero. And the fact is,
it seems exceedingly hard to avoid this conclusion; the argumentfor it (given
the premissthat such propositionshave a prior probability)is simple straightforward,and compelling.
Nevertheless, the consequences are thoroughly paradoxical.In the first
place, if the a priori probability of a proposition is zero, its probability on
any other propositionwill also be zero:P(A/B) =P(A &B)/P(B);butP(A &B)
will be zero if P(A) is. This means that no amount of empiricalevidencecan
confirm a universal generalization. No matter what our evidence, the
probability of Newton's Laws or Special Relativity with respectto it is zero.
Carnap and others25 have been preparedto accept this consequence too,
arguingthat what we are really interested in is not the probability of the
UniversalGeneralization(over all space and time) All A's are B, but rather
some more restrictedproposition: some version, perhaps,of the next A will
be a B26 . And perhapsthis is not totally implausible.
There is another obvious consequence, however, that has not received
nearly the attention it deserves: if every universalproposition has zero a
priori probability,everyexistentialpropositionwillhave an a prioriprobability
of 1. So, for example, the proposition
(49)

Thereis at least one horse

will have an a priori probability of 1, and hence a probabilityof 1 on any
evidence. Indeed, the a priori probabilityof
(50)

Therearemore than 1010 horses

will also be 1; for any integern you pick, the a priori probabilityof
(51)

Thereare more than n horses

will be 1. (Proof: by repeated applicationsof A3, the disjunctionthere are
Ohorses v there is just 1 horse v ... v there arejust n horses will havea priori
probability of zero and hence its denial, i.e., (51), will have an a priori
probabilityof 1.) Unless there areinfinitely many horses, therefore,there will
be some numbern such that, while there are n horses, the propositionthere
are n horseshas zero probabilityon any evidence.
And of course this conclusion does not hold only for horses;it holds for
any sort of object such that it is possible for any naturalnumbern, that there
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be n objects of that sort. Hence the a priori probabilitythat there are witches,
SiberianCheesehoundsand Homericgods is 1. Some versionsof the Free Will
Defense have sometimes been scored for making the allegedly improbable
assumption that there are demons-maliciousnon-human free spirits. (Of
course the fact is these versions don't presuppose that there are any such
things, but only that there being some is consistent with G.) From the present
point of view, however, this assumptionis remarkablyunventuresomeif not
laughably trivial;for any n you pick, the probability, on our evidence, that
there are more than n such beings is 1. The medievalsallegedlydiscussedthe
question: how many angels can dance on the point of a needle? They held
that angelsdon't (ordinarily)take up any space,so that the answeris: as many
as you please. This conclusion receives dramatic confirmation from the
present account of probability: for any needle N and natural number n,
the probability on any evidencethat there are at least n angelsdancingon the
point of N is 1. (One can see why Carnapkept this consequenceof his views
under wraps.) From this point of view, Occam's Razor seems a singularly
inappropriatepiece of advice: one can't multiply entities beyond necessity.
But of course all this is absurd;and what it shows, as I see it, is that there
isn't any probability function that accords both with intuition and with the
probability calculus. The point is not, of course, that one cannot assign
probabilitiesto the members of classes like H in such a way that this consequence does not ensue. Hintikka, for example, proposes a system of
inductive logic in which universaland existential generalizationsdo not have
a priori probability 0 and 1 respectively, even in an infinite domain.27 Of
course Hintikkais speakingof a system in which it is sentences,not propositions, to which a priori probability is assigned; and since this system is
essentially a monadic predicate calculus without identity, only one of the
propositionsin H can be formulatedin it. Hence Hintikka'ssystem is at best
of dubious relevance to our problem. Still, one can certainly assigna priori
probability to the membersof H in such a way that they do not all have zero
a priori probability. One could, for example, assignzero a priori probability
to all but a finite subclassC of H, evenly dividingup the probabilityamong
the membersof C. You might think it quite out of the question, for example,
that a possible world should have as many as 1020 horses (or angels);you
might then assign 0 a priori probability to H1o20 and all its successors,
dividing up the probability equally among Ho to H1o20-1. YoU might also
assignHo a probability of 1/2, H1 1/4, H2 1/8, and so on; or you might
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assign the probabilitiesin accordancewith some other appropriatelyconvergent series.
The problem is, of course, that any of these methods involves assigning
some members of H vastly greaterprobability on tautologicalevidence than
others; if all get assignedsome non-zero probabilitythen for any numbern
you pick there will be a pair of members m and m* of H such that the a
priori probability of m is at least n times that of m*. And of course any such
method will be overwhelmingly biased against large numbers; for any
member m you pick and any number n, there will be infinitely many
largermembersm* of H such that the a priori probabilityof m is more than
n times the a priori probability of m*. And all of this is totally counterintuitive. If the membersof H do have probability on tautologicalevidence,
none of them should be more probable than any other; on tautological
evidence there are no numbersn and m such that m is more likely than n to
be the numberof horses.
If we think the members of H have a priori probabilities,we are faced
with the following dilemma:either they have differinga priori probabilities,
which seems quite wrong, or they have the samea priori probabilities,which
also seems quite wrong. Fortunately we need not put up with either of these
unpalatable alternatives;for we are not obliged to think that contingent
propositionshave any a priori probabilityat all.
The logical interpretation, therefore, confronts enormous difficulties.
Thereis no reasonto think contingentpropositionshave a priori probabilities;
and there seems no plausible function to assign a priori probabilities.It is
therefore hard to see how the atheologian could work out his atheological
argument employing the logical interpretationof the probability calculus.
Of course, even if this interpretationis in fact correct and (12*), G and E do
have a priori probabilities,thereisn't the slightestreasonto think the a priori
probability of (12*) is less than half that of E; hence there isn't the slightest
reasonto think that E disconfirmsG.

VI.

FREQUENCY

AND

ATHEOLOGY

Neither the personalistnor the logical interpretationhave anything to offer
the atheologian intent upon a probabilistic argument from evil. Let us
therefore turn to the frequencyinterpretationof probability.I shall consider
this interpretationin the form offered by Hans Reichenbach28and his out-
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standing contemporary disciple, Wesley Salmon. The basic idea of the
frequency interpretationbeginswith the notion that probabilitiesareratios proportions of events of one kind among events of another kind. So, for
example, if we say that the probability of gettingheads on a flip of this coin
is 1/2, we are saying somethingabout the proportionof heads amongflips of
this coin. Presumablyit is not the actual tosses of this coin in which we are
interested, however, for it could be that this coin will have been flipped only
once during its entire existence, coming up heads that time; it should not
follow that the probability of getting heads on a flip of this coin is 1. We
mean to be speaking,somehow,of a seriesof possible flips. Lessmythologically,
though more counterfactually, we mean to be speaking of what would
happen if this coin were flipped sufficiently often. (And perhapswhat would
happen is groundedor based, somehow, on a propensity the coin has to come
up heads about as often as tails.29)
How often is sufficiently often? If the coin were flipped an odd numberof
times, of course, the ratio of heads to flips couldn't be 1/2; more generallyif
the coin were flipped n times it couldn't be 1/n + 1. But surely the
probability of getting heads should not depend upon the number of tosses.
That is, this probabilityshould not depend upon n in
(52)

If this coin were flipped n times, then the ratio of heads to flips
would be m/n.

But of course if n is finite - i.e., is any naturalnumber- there will be values
m/n cannot assume. We must therefore speak of an infinite series of flips
of the coin:
Accordingto a leading version of the frequencyinterpretation,probabilityis defined
in terms of the limit of the relativefrequency of an attributein an infinite seriesof
events. To say, for instance,that the probabilityof getting heads with this coin is onehalf means that, in the potentially infinite sequenceof tosses of the coin in question,
the relativefrequencywith whichheadsoccursconvergesto the valueof 1/2.3?

To say that there is a potentially infinite sequence of tosses of this coin is
to say, I gather, that the coin can be tossed infinitely often; and to say that
the relative frequency of heads among tosses, in this series,convergesto 1/2,
is to say, presumably,that
(53)

If this coin were flipped infinitely often, the limit of the relative
frequencyof heads amongflips would be 1/2.
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Here the notion of a limit has its standardmathematicalinterpretation,
so that the consequent of (53) asserts that for any positive real number e,
there is an integerN such that for any integerN* greaterthanN, the number
of heads (H) in the first N* flips is such that the difference between H/N*
and 1/2 is less than e (that is, the proportion of heads among the first N*
tosses is within e of 1/2). This, then, gives us the orthodox frequency
interpretationof probability;P(A/B) = n is the assertionthat the limit of the
relativefrequencyof type A events in a sequence of type B events is n.
Now of course there are some problems with this conception, even with
respect to the very sorts of cases it is designed to accommodate. For one
thing, this coin can't be flipped infinitely many times; it would wear out
much too soon. But then perhapswe can speak of an infinite seriesof coins
like this one is relevantrespects. (Of course problemslurkhere too; what are
the relevantrespects?Can they be specifiedindependentlyof the probability
of getting heads?) And then there is the fact that it is by no means easy to
see what reason we might have for thinking that the series in question has a
limit; maybe the series would diverge.But let's supposefor the moment that
these problemscan be satisfactorilyresolved.
A. Frequencyand the Probabilityof Propositions
There are other, more serious problemsin trying to see how the frequency
interpretationcan be applied to our present concern: the atheologicalclaim
that P(G/E) < 1/2. How shall we work out the frequency interpretationin
such a way that it bearson this suggestion?G and E, after all, arepropositions,
not classes of events or objects. This is not a trivial problem. On the frequency interpretation,a statement of probability involves an infinite series
of events and an attributeA possibly displayedby some of the membersof
the series. The probabilitystatement then states that the relative frequency
of events displayingA in S approachessome limiting value. And here there
is no initial difficulty in specifying the relevantseriesof events. Wenaturally
suppose that if this coin were tossed infinitely often, there would be a (temporally) first toss with outcome 01, a second toss with outcome 02, and so
on. And the relevantseries is just 01, 02, 03,.... (Wemight wonderwhether
either of the counterfactuals
(54)

If this coin were tossed infinitely often, the 71st toss would
come up heads
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and
(55)

If this coin were tossed infinitely often, the 71st toss would come
up tails.

are true31 ;but let that pass.)The relevantseriesisjust the (counterfactual)temporal series.Of courseit is clearthat if the coin weretossed infinitelyoften, the
resulting outcomes could be arrangedin some other order - e.g., 1 head,
2 tails, 4 heads, 8 tails,.... But this fact seems irrelevant;the right series
is the one givenby takingthe outcomes in their temporalorder.
But when we turn to the atheologicalclaim that P(G/E) < 1/2, it is not
easy to see, initially, how to understandor interpretit from the frequency
point of view. Whatis the relevantinfinite series of events? We shall have to
generalize the frequency interpretationand take 'event' very broadly. If we
are to apply the frequency theory, we must somehow associate classes C,
and C2 with G and E, in such a way that we can plausiblyidentify P(G/E)
with P(C,/C2), i.e., with the relative frequency of members of C1 among
members of C2. But how shall we do this? Is the idea that most universes
in which there are 1013 turps of evil were not created by God? Of course,
as Hume says in a similar connection, "To ascertain this reasoningit were
requisite, that we had the experience of the origin of worlds"32; and as
CharlesPeirce says, worlds, i.e., universes, are not as plentiful as blackberries.
Possible worlds, however, are even more plentiful; so perhapsthe atheological claim that P(G/E) < 1/2 is to be understood, somehow, as an
assertion about the relation between the class of possible worlds in which
G holds and the class of worldswhich E holds. And presumablythe claim will
be that the limit of the relativefrequencyof G-worldsamongE-worldsis less
than 1/2. One wonders, of course, about the atheologian'ssource of information; where did he hear about how it goes in all those E-worlds?But there are
other and more pressing problems. In particular,this suggestion faces two
quasi-technicalbut extremely importantproblems.
(1) Are therefew enoughpossible worlds?The first problem:probability,on
the frequency theory, is defined in terms of the frequency of an attribute
in a sequence; and a sequence has only countably many members- only as
many membersas there are naturalnumbers.But, for all we know, there may
be uncountably many E-worlds- as many as there arereal numbers.Perhaps,
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for any real numberr between 53 and 54, there is an E-worldin which P. Q.
Zwier's girth is r inches. If so, there are uncountably many E-worlds;and
if there are uncountablymany, they cannot be arrangedin a sequence. But
then there will be no such thing as the limit of the relative frequency of Gworlds among E-worlds. This suggestion, therefore, faces an unpleasant
hurdle right from the start: how do we know that there are few enough
E-worldsto form a sequenceincludingthem all?
(2) Which sequence? But suppose we agree that there are only countably
many E-worlds; or suppose, per impossible, we settle on some method of
picking out an appropriatecountable subset S* of the set of E-worlds,identifying P(G/E) with the relativefrequencyof G-worldsamongthe membersof
S*. Our problems are not at an end; in fact perhapsthe most seriousproblem
of all now looms. For of course there are many sequences associatedwith a
countably infinite class C and a subset C* of C (wherea sequenceis associated
with C and C* if it contains all the membersof C* and only the membersof
C). Typically only some of the associatedsequencesconverge;and those that
do typically converge to many different values. Suppose, for example, C and
C* are the classes of naturalnumbersand even naturalnumbersrespectively.
There will be some associated sequencesin which the relativefrequency of
even numbersdoes not convergeat all; for example
1,2,4,3,5,7,9,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20...
. Of course many of the associated
are followed by 2n
odds
evens
sequencesdo converge;for example

where n

2, 3, 5,4, 7, 9, 6, 11, 13 ...
where each even number is followed by two odds. Here the limit of the
relative frequency of evens among integers is 1/3. If we exchange evens for
odds throughoutwe get another sequence in which the relativefrequencyof
evens converges to 2/3. Indeed, for any real number r between 0 and 1
(including those end points) there is an associated sequence such that the
limit of the relative frequency of even natural numbers among natural
numbersin that sequenceis n.
But then the same will go for G-worldsand E-worlds.Of course if there
are only finitely many G-worldsamongthe E-worlds,then for any associated
sequence the relative frequency of G-worldsamong E-worldswill converge
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to 0; and if there are only finitely many G-worldsamong the E-worlds,the
relative frequency of G-worldsamong E-worlds,for any associatedsequence,
will converge to 1. But if there are any G-worldsat all among the E-worlds,
then there will undoubtedly be infinitely many; if there is a G-and-Eworld
in which Zwier's girth is 54?6inches, then for any rationalnumberr between
54 and 55 there will be a G-and-E-world-where
Zwier's girth is r inches. So
there will be infinitely many G-worldsamong the E-worlds.And if so, then
for any real number you pick between 0 and 1 there will be an associated
sequence such that the limit of G-worldsamong E-worldsfor that sequence
is r. How do we decide, then, which sequenceshould be picked to determine
P(G/E)? In the coin tossing case, as we saw, the naturalcourseis to take the
temporally orderedsequence of outcomes that would result if the coin were
tossed infinitely often; but of course possible worlds aren't temporally
ordered. So which sequence do we pick? Does the theist get his choice? If
so, he'll no doubt pick one in which the limit is 1, in which case the atheologian will be tuggingthe laboringoar. On the other hand, if the atheologian
gets his choice, he'll no doubt pick a sequence where the limit is zero. So
which sequenceshall we pick?
Here there is a real problem in using the frequency interpretationto
understandP(G/E): granted that there are only countably many E-worlds,
which of the many associatedsequencesis the right one to pick to determine
P(G/E)? This problem is easy to overlook; Wesley Salmon, for example,
writes as if thereis typically such a thing as the limit of the relativefrequency
of A's amongB's, forgettingthat such a limit is alwaysrelativeto a sequence.
Thusin definingstatisticalrelevancehe writes,
Suppose we ask for the probabilitythat a given individualx has a characteristicB. We
know that x belongs to a referenceclassA in which the limit of the relativefrequency
of B is p. If we can find a propertyC in terms of which the referenceclassA can be
split, .... (Foundations,p. 9 1)

But the notion of the limit of a relative frequency makes sense only with
respect to a (countably) infinite sequence; so A must be a countably
infinite class. If there are only finitely many B's in A (or only finitely many
B's), then the appropriatelimit, as we have seen, will be zero (or one) for
any associatedsequence;but if there are infinitely many B's among the A's,
then there will be many different associated sequences, so that for any real
number r between zero and one there will be a sequence in which the
appropriatelimit is r.
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Our problem, therefore, remains:how shall we appropriatelyassociate a
class and attribute with G and E in such a way that we can speak of the
probability,in the frequencysense, of G with respect to E?
B. Salmon'sSuggestion,I
Salmon makes an impressive effort to answer this question. The key, he
thinks,is Bayes'Theo,rm:
...things get much more complex when we try to apply Bayes' theorem to genuine
scientifichypotheses.Seriousproblemsof interpretationarise.I shallclaim,nevertheless,
that Bayes' theorem providesthe appropriatelogical schemato characterizeinference
designed to establish scientific hypotheses. The hypothetico-deductivemethod is, I
think, an over-simplificationof Bayes' theorem.It is fallaciousas it stands,but it can be
rectified by supplementingit with the remainingelements requiredfor applicationof
p. 117)
Bayes'theorem.(Foundations,

Salmon invitesus to considera couple of forms of Bayes'Theorem33:
(56)

P(B/A)XP(C/(A&B))

P(B/(A&C))

and
(57)

P(B/(A & C)

=

P(B/A) xP(C/(A &B))
P(B/A) xP(C/(A &B)) +P(B/A) xP(C/(A &B))

He then continues:
Let us, therefore, compare the hypothetico-deductivemethod with Bayes' theorem.
From an hypothesisH and statementsof initialconditionsI, an observationalprediction
Ois deducible.For purposesof this discussionwe assumeI to be trueand unproblematic.
Under this assumptionH implies0. We can providea loose and preliminaryinterpretation of Bayes'theorem,even thoughmany difficultproblemsoi-interpretationremainto
be discussed.Let 'A': referto hypotheseslike H; let 'B' refer to the propertyof truth;
and let 'C'referto the observedresultwith respectto the prediction0. If positiveconfirmation occurs 'C' meansthat 0 obtains;in the negativecase 'C'designatesthe falsity of
0. This interpretationmakesthe expressionon the left-handside of Bayes'theoremrefer
to precisely the sort of probability that interests us; 'P(B/(A & C))' designatesthe
probabilitythat a hypothesisof the sort in question,for whichwe havefound the given
observationalresult, is true. Thisis the probabilitywe arelookingfor when we deal with
the confirmationof scientifichypotheses.(Foundations,p. 117)

Let's try to understandthis suggestion.Since it is a frequency interpretation, A, B and C must be classes, or attributes determininga class. B is the
attribute of truth; no problem there. A is the class of hypotheses 'like' H;
the class of hypotheses that in relevant but so far unspecified respects
resemble H. It is considerably more difficult to see what C might be. "...let
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'C' refer to the observedresult with respect to the prediction 0. If posltive
confirmation occurs, 'C' means that 0 obtains; in the negative case 'C'
designates the falsity of 0." But C must be a class or an attribute: what
class or attributeis it? It isn't easy to tell; apparentlyit is one class or attribute
if 0 is true and a different class or attribute if 0 is false. One might expect C
to follow the lead of A, which is the class of H-likehypotheses;then C would
be the class of propositionslike 0. But apparentlythis is not what Salmonhas
in mind. Perhapsthere is an appropriateinterpretationlurkingin the neighborhood, but it is hard to see what it might be.
When we turn to trying to understand Salmon's interpretation of the
various terms in Bayes' theorem, there are further perplexities.Considerthe
right hand side of (56); it contains two prior probabilities (P(B/A) and
P(C/A)), and also the likelihood P(C/(A & B)). The latter need give us no
trouble in the present context; we're interested in the sort of case where 0
is entailed by H, so that whateverthe interpretationof that term, its value
will be 1. The prior probability in the numerator, says Salmon can be
interpretedas follows:
In the effort to show how the frequency concept of probability can be made relevant
to the probability of hypotheses through the use of Bayes' theorem, we must find the
appropriate prior probability P(B/A). This is the probability that hypotheses of a certain
type are true. The attribute of truth is given directly by the fact that we are looking for
true hypotheses. In attempting to choose an appropriate reference class, we are trying
to find out what type of hypothesis is likely to be true.... A hypothesis that belongs
to the class of plausible conjectures is one that has a high prior probability. One that
belongs to the class of preposterous conjectures is one that has a vanishingly small
prior probability.... To evaluate a given hypothesis H, we try to find a (practically or
epistemically) homogeneous reference class A to which H belongs. A must be a class of
hypotheses within which we can say something about the relative frequency of truth.
The probability P(B/A) is the probability of truth for hypotheses of this class, and this
probability is assigned as a weight to the hypothesis H. This weight, which might be
distinguished as a prior weight, expresses the plausibility of H. (Foundations,p. 124)

This gives us a fairly clear account of the prior probabilityin the numerator of Bayes' Theorem: it is somethinglike the relative frequency of truth
among hypotheses like H. (Of course, here we must rememberan earlier
caveat: if the class of hypotheses like H is infinite, there will not, in general,
be any such thing as the relative frequency of truth among members of this

class.) But when we come to the priorprobabilityin the denominatorof (56),
I cannot make out what Salmonhas in mind:
The denominator of Bayes' theorem can be written in either of two ways, because of
the theorem on total probability. The simpler form involves P(C/A), the probability of
obtaining the observational result regardless of the truth of our hypothesis is H (Foundations, p. 118).
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P(C/A) should give us the prior probability of C, i.e., the probability of
obtaining the observationalresult 0 regardlessof the truth of H; but how
could we interpretP(C/A) that way?A is the class of hypotheses like H. C as
we have seen, has problemsof its own; but no matterhow, exactly, we understand C, P(C/A) would have to represent the frequency of some attribute
related to 0 among hypotheses like A. And how could we possibly see that as
the probability of 0 regardlessof the truth of H? I find it hard to understand Salmon's proposal for explaining the idea of the probability of a
scientific hypothesis from the point of view of the frequency theory of
probability.

C. Salmon'sSuggestion,II
But suppose we look into what Salmon's suggestion suggests.Considerthe
following form of Bayes'Theorem:
(58)

P(A/(B & T))

-

P(A/T) xP(B/(A & T))
P(B/T)

(here T is any tautology). If we abbreviate'P(A/T)' and 'P(B/T)' to 'P(A)'
and 'P(B)' and use A5, we can rewrite(56) as
(59)

P(A/B) =P(A) xP(B/A)
P(B)

Now suppose we limit considerationto the sort of case whereA entailsB, so
that P(B/A) = 1. Then following Salmon's lead, we may see the prior
probabilitiesP(A) and P(B) as representingthe frequency of truth among
propositionslike A and B. Of course there is the (by now) familiarproblem
that a relative frequency involves not only an attribute and a class but also
a sequence, so that in generalthere is no such thing as the relativefrequency
of the attribute in the class. But let us suppose that for each attribute and
class (or at least for truth and each class of propositionsresemblinga given
proposition),an appropriateassociatedsequenceis somehow given or selected.
Then P(A) will be the limit of the relative frequency of truth in the
appropriatesequenceassociatedwith truthandthe class of A-like propositions;
call it 'the limit of truth among A-like propositions'.P(B) will be the limit
of truth among B-like propositions; and P(A/B) will be the limit of truth
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among propositions like A & B divided by the limit of truth amongB-like
propositions - that is, P(A & B)/P(B). This givesus a simple frequencyinterpretation of Bayes' Theorem very much in the spirit of Salmon. (And of
course the interpretation is easily extended to the probability calculus
generally.)
For the sake of concreteness,let us briefly return to the problem of evil.
Recall
(12*)

God is omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good, and God could
not have actualizeda world as good as the actualworld but containing less evil than the 1013 turps of evil the actual world
contains;

and recall that the atheologian is committed to holding that P((1 2*)/E) <
1/2 (since he holds both that P(G/E) < 1/2 and that (12*) entails G). By
(59), then,
(60)

P((12*)/E) =P(2 *) xP(EI(12*))
P(E)

and since (12*) entails E, (60) is equivalentto
(61)

)
P((12*)/E) = P(12
P(E)

From the present perspective, then, the atheological claim is that the
relative frequency of truth among propositions like (12*) is less than 1/2
the relativefrequencyof truth amongpropositionslike E.
D. Some Problems
This claim and this interpretationare obviously not without problems.Can
we really suppose that there is an appropriatesequenceassociatedwith truth
and the class of propositionslike (12*), or G? For any realnumberbetween
zero and 1 there will be a sequence of propositionslike (12*) in which the
limit of the relative frequency of truth is r; what, then, determines that
one of these is the appropriateone and gives us what can plausiblybe taken
to be the probability of truth among propositionslike (12*)? But even more
pressingis the following problem: what is the class of propositions like G
or E or (12*)? How are we to decide which propositionsrelevantlyresemble
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them? G, for example, is a member of many impressiveclasses: the class
of theological propositions, of propositions believed by many people, of
existential propositions, of propositions entailing the existence of a person
of a certain sort, of controversialpropositions,importantpropositions, and
the like. Which, of these, if any, is the class of propositionsrelevantlylike G?
In which reference class shall we put G - or, for that matter, E or (12*)?
Salmon recognizes the problem; in essence, he says, it is the problem of
the single case - a problemof considerableconcern for frequentists.Suppose
we are interested in the probability that Feike can swim. Wemay know that
Feike is a Frisianand that 9 out of 10 Frisianscan swim, that he is a farmer
and 6 out of 10 farmerscan swim, that he is an octogenarianand 3 out of 10
octogenarianscan swim, that he lives on the North Sea and 19 out of 20
North Sea coast dwellerscan swim, and the like. How shall we decide what
the likelihood is that Feike can swim? Which of these variousclasses is the
one to choose?
The answer, says Salmon, is to choose the broadesthomogenousreference
class.
The specificationof the attributeclass is of no particulardifficulty for the frequentist
attemptingto apply probabilityto the single case; the whole difficulty rests with the
selection of the referenceclass. The rule is to select the broadesthomogenousreference
class available.... To evaluate [the priorprobabilityof] a given hypothesisH, we try to
find a (practicallyor epistemically)homogeneousreferenceclassA to whichH belongs.
A must be a class of hypotheseswithin which we can say somethingabout the relative
frequencyof truth. (Foundations,p. 124)

The notion of homogeneity, for a class, is explainedas follows:
I would say ... that the single case should be referred to the broadest homogenous
reference class of which it is a member.... A probabilityis somethingthat has to be
establishedinductively,and in orderto ascertainthe probabilitywe must have enough
instancesto be able to make an inductivegeneralization.Thuswe do not want to try to
refer single cases to classes that are too narrow,for if we do we will not have enough
evidence upon which to base our inference. At the same time, we want our reference
class to contain other relevantcases, not irrelevantones. Statisticalrelevanceis the key
concept here. Supposewe ask for the probabilitythat a givenindividualx hasa characteristicB. Weknow thatx belongsto a referenceclassA in which the limit of the relative
frequencyof B is p. If we can find a propertyC in termsof which the referenceclassA
can be split into two partsA & C andA & C, such that
P(B/(A & C)) * P(B/A),

then C is statisticallyrelevantto the occurrenceof B withinA. Of course,C must be the
sort of property whose occurrencein an individualcan be detected without knowing
whether that particularentity also has the propertyB. If thereis no suchpropertyC by
means of which to effect a relevantsubdivisionof A with respect to the occurrenceof
B, A is homogeneouswith respectto B....
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It would be most unrealisticto suppose that we can fulfill the requirementof
selectingthe broadesthomogenousreferenceclass in all cases in which we may have to
make practicaldecisionsabout single events.Wemay suspectthat a givenreferenceclass
is inhomogenous,but not know of any way to make a relevantpartitionof it. Under
these circumstanceslet us say that the class is epistemicallyhomogenous;reference
classesof this type are the best we havein many cases....

By way of brief recapitulation:to understandthe atheologicalclaim from
the frequentistpoint of view, we must employ Bayes' Theorem. To find the
appropriateprior probabilitieswe must find the classes of propositionslike
G, E and (12*). These classes are the broadesthomogenous referenceclasses
containing the propositions in question; and the relevantprior probabilities
are the limits of the relative frequency of truth in those classes.We are temporarily conceding that for each of these referenceclasses and the attribute
truth, an appropriateassociatedsequenceis somehow given or selected.
Retum, by way of illustration, to Feike and the probability that he can
swim; and suppose we try to follow Salmon's directions for picking the
relevant reference class. The right reference class is the broadest class that
contains Feike and is homogeneous with respect to capability of swimming;
but what classis that? Theclassof North Sea dwellers,or the class of Frisians?
These seem appropriatechoices; unfortunately, however, there are at best
finitely many Frisians. So there aren't enough for a sequence. Presumably,
then, we must follow the same course here as in the coin tossing case; we
must consider what thingswould be like if there were infinitely many Frisians.
By way of picking an appropriatesequence, perhaps we could take them
alphabetically: Aardsma, Bouwsma, Cammenga, De Vries, ..., Frisians of the

same name being ordered according to weight, let's say. This class would
then be an appropriatereference class for the present inquiry, provided
it were homogenous;provided, that is, that no attributepicked out a (potentially infinite) subclass of Frisiansin which the relativefrequency of truth
(with respect to a similarlyconstructed sequence) differed from that in the
parentclass.
Of course there are some thorny problems here. If there were infinitely
many Frisians,there might be room for little else - very little water,say. So
how would any of these Frisians have learned to swim?'Or is it that we aren't
to suppose that infinitely many Frisians exist at once, but only that for any
number n you pick, there is a time t such that by t God will have had the
goodness to create n Frisians? In either case, however, it seems totally

paradoxical to suppose that the likelihood that Feike can swim depends
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on what things would be like if there were infinitely many Frisians.Suppose
the fact is there are only finitely many: then if there were infinitely many,
the world would be toto caelo different from what it is - so different, in
fact, that consideration of what it would be like, under those conditions,
seems quite irrelevantto determiningthe probability that Feike can swim.
So there are some real problems with the frequentist's basic insight.
Salmon's definition of homogeneity is also not without problems.It appears
to go somethinglike
(62)

A is homogeneous with respect to attribute B if there is no attribute C such that (1) we can detect the occurrenceof C in an
individualwithout knowing whether it has B, and (2) the relative
frequency of B in the class determined by the conjunctive
attributeA & C differs from that of B in A.

The 'can', I take it, refers to our de facto abilities and not merely to what is
logically possible. Of course people may differ as to whetherthey can detect
the occurrence of C in an individual without knowing whether it has B;
perhaps we must relativizehomogeneity to persons. And is the idea that C
is to be such that for any object x, we can determine whether or not x has
C without knowing whether it has B? This will make the set of classeshomogeneous with respect to B too broad.A class will then be inhomogenouswith
respect to B only if there is some attribute C such that for any objectx, we
can determine whether x has C without determiningwhether it has B; but
there are very few interestingattributesC such that for just any objectx we
can determinewhetherx has C at all - let alone determinewhetherx has C
without determiningwhetherx has some other attributeB.
Is the idea that the attribute C is to be such that for some object x, we
can determine whether x has C without determiningwhether it has B? But
then (except where there are only finitely many B's or B's in A) there won't
be any homogeneous reference classes at all; there will always be a class C
in terms of which to effect the partition.Let C* be any finite set of objects the set of Frisians, for example. Suppose the members of C* are C1, C2
Cn; and consider the attributes
A1
and

is identical with C1, or is identical with C2, or ...or is identical
with Cn, or has B
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is identical with C1 or is identical with C2 or ...or is identical
with C,, or has B.

For some objects x (in particular, for Frisians)it will be possible to tell
whether x has Al or A2 without knowing whetherx has B. If the relative
frequency of B in A is other than 1, A2 will be an appropriateC to show that
A is not homogeneous with respect to B; for the relativefrequency of B in
the class determinedby Al &A is 1 (since all but finitely many membersof
that class have B). On the other hand, if the relativefrequency of B in A is
1, then A2 will be an appropriateC; the relative frequency of B in the class
determined by A2 &A will be zero, since all but finitely many membersof
that classlack B.
Perhapsthe idea is that C is to be such that any objectx of which we can
determine whether it has C, is such that we can determinewhether it has C
without determiningwhether it has B. There are problemshere too, but we
may ignore them for the moment.
Suppose we waive all these problems and pretend we know what the
appropriatereference class for G (and E and (12*)) is. Now how are we to
estimate the relative frequency of truth in that class? We imagine that for
each such class there is an appropriateconvergingassociated sequence for
truth and the class in question;how shall we determinethe value to which it
converges?Salmonmakes the following suggestion:
In the frequency interpretation,as I am treatingit, synthetic probabilitystatements
are assertedon the basis of inductiveevidence.This approachallows the use of induction by enumeration,or some other asymptotic method, to infer the limit of the
relative frequency - i.e., the probability- from the observedfrequencyin a finite
sample.(Foundations,p. 95)

What he means, I think, is the following. To estimate the relative
frequency of truth in the class C of propositionslike G, we check to see what
the proportion of true propositions is among the members of our sample
of this class; the set of propositionswhose membersare membersof C and
whose truth value we already know. So we first settle on the appropriate
reference class R; we then consider that subset C of R such that we know
of each member of C whether or not it is true; this is our sampleof R. And
then we identify the relative frequency of truth in R with the proportionof
truthsin our sampleC. From a practicalpoint of view, this means that we can
sidestep the difficulty about the many sequences associatedwith R; we can
take the appropriateassociatedsequence to be any sequence that converges
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to the proportion of true propositions among those members of this class
whose truth value we know. And of course the same will go for (12*) and E.
By way of recapitulation,then: the atheologianholds that P(G/E) < 1/2
and hence that P(1 2)*/E)) < 1/2. By Bayes'Theorem,
(63)

P(G/E) = P(G) xP(E/G)

and
(64)
(64)

xP(E/(12*))
P((2*)IE)=
P((l
2 *)/E) =_P(12*) P(E)

On our reconstructedSalmonianapplication of the frequencyinterpretation,
we estimate each of P(G), P(l 2*) andP(E) by pickingthe broadesthomogeneous referenceclasses containingit; we then determinethe valuein question
by determiningthe proportion of true propositionsamong those in the class
in question whose truth value we know.
VII. RELATIVITY

TO NOETIC STRUCTURES

The Salmonian frequency interpretation throws into sharp relief one important feature of the situation we are exploring: what I properly or
justifiably take to be the probabilityof G or (12*) on E will cruciallydepend
upon what else I believe or know or think I know. Let us say that a person
S's noetic structure is the set of propositions he believes, together with
various logical and epistemic relations among these propositions. Thus a
noetic structurecontains an index of degreeof belief, indicatinghow firmly S
believes each proposition in S*; it indicates which propositions S believes
on the basis of evidence conferred by other propositions and which he
accepts without accepting them on the basis of evidence, and the like. Then
we may say that what I properly or justifiably take to be the probabilityof
G or (12*) with respect to E depends upon my noetic structure. Thus
differentpeople canperfectly properlycome to differentviews on this matter.
This is abundantly evident with respect to our Salmonianversion of the
frequency interpretation.To estimate P(G) and P(E), we are directedto pick
the broadest homogeneous reference classes containing these propositions.
But what, for G, for example, will this class be? The theist, who thinks that G
is in fact true, should pick the class of true propositions as the appropriate
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referenceclass. That classis certainlyhomogeneous with respect to truth;and
he presumablywon't know of one much broaderthat is homogeneous with
respect to truth. And, of course, the limit of the relativefrequencyof truth in
any sequence of true propositions is 1. So he should take it that the prior
probability of G is 1, in which case the same thing will go for its posterior
probabilityon E.
Let me repeat and emphasize this point. The theist is attemptingto determine whether P(G/E) < 1/2, as the atheologian claims. According to the
presentscheme, we apply Bayes'Theorem

P(/)

P(G) x P(EIG)
P(E)

P(G) representsthe relative frequency of truth in the class of propositions
relevantlylike G: accordingto Salmon, the broadesthomogeneousreference
class. Which class is that class? Whatclass should the theist pick? Of course
it isn't as if he has no notion of what the truth value of G is: being a theist,
he takes it, naturallyenough, to be true. But then he takes G to be a member
of the class of true propositions. That class is trivially homogenous with
respect to truth in Salmon's sense; there, is no attribute C such that the
relativefrequencyof truthin the class determinedby the conjunctiveattribute
C and truth differs from that of truth in the class of true propositions.
Furthermore,it is hard to see how one could find a broaderclasshomogeneous
with respect to truth. He should therefore take the class of true propositions
to be the broadestreferenceclass for G homogeneous with respect to truth.
But of course the proportion of true propositions in our sample of true
propositions is 1; following Salmon's suggestion,he should therefore assign
G a prior probability of 1. But then, naturallyenough, its probability on E
will also be 1.
Of course the atheist will be equally within his rights in concluding, by
a similarargument,that P(G) = 0, so that P(G/E) = 0. That theist and atheist
may justifiably assignP(G/E) such differentvalues,using this method, simply
reflects their intial disagreementwith respect to G. But then this method
doesn't resolve or tend to resolvethe issue between them; nor does it tend to
show that one or the other is suffering from some noetic deficiency. The
importantpoint here is that a method like the one Salmonproposeswuillnot
be polemicallyuseful.
So on the Salmonianreconstructionof the frequencyinterpretation,what
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I should take as the probability of G on E cruciallydependsupon my noetic
structure. But even apart from the specific details of this proposal,it is clear
that a person's estimate of the probability of G on E should depend on the
rest of his beliefs. Let me illustrate. The Free Will Defense, in at least some
versions, makes reference to demons, or other non-humanfree spirits. Thus
consider,for example,
(65)

All naturalevil is due to the free activity of non-humanpersons;
there is a balance of good over evil with respect to the actions
of these non-humanpersons; and there is no world God could
have created which contains a more favorable balance of good
over evil with respect to the free activity of the non-human
personsit contains.34

(65) plays r in
[O(p& r) & ((p & r)- q)] - 0(p & q),
where G plays p and there is naturalevil plays q. (65) has sometimes been
criticized on the grounds that it entails the existence of demons and/or
other non-humanpersons and is thus monumentallyimprobable.(Of course
(65) needn't be true or probable for the purposes of the Free Will Defense;
it need only be consistent with G and in conjunctionwith it entail that there
is naturalevil; but let that pass.) But why suppose (65) is improbable?Surely
it isn't particularlyimprobablewith respect to a theistic noetic structure.
The theist already believes that there are non-human persons (God, for
example); and certainly has no reason to think God couldn't or wouldn't
create more non-human persons who play a substantialhistorical role. So
he has no reasonat all to hold that (65) has low prioror antecedehtprobability;
indeed, he may believe that (65) is just the sort of hypothesis that might well
be correct. The atheist on the other hand, might think (65) quite improbable,
antecedently.
But why suppose theist and atheist ought to agreehere? If they disagree,
neither need be in error;for they are estimating the probabilityof (65) with
respect to very different noetic structures.Theist and non-theist differ, of
course, about the existence of God; but they are likely to differ at many
other points as well. They may differ, for example, with respect to the
proportions of good and evil in the universeat large;the Christiantheist will
no doubt concur with St. Paul: "For I reckon that the sufferingswe now
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endure bear no comparisonwith the splendor, as yet unrevealed,which is in
store for us". (Romans 8: 18) They may also disagree as to the extent or
amount of good the universecontains. From a Christianpoint of view, there
is immortality and the expectation of a better world;and, toweringabove all,
the unthinkablesplendor of God's gift to mankindin the sufferingand death
and resurrectionof His Son. It is therefore no wonder theist and non-theist
differ about priorprobabilities.
Another example: Consider
(12*)

God is the omnipotent, omniscient and wholly good creator of
the world; and every world that God could have actualized that
contains less than 1013 turps of evil contains a less favorable
overallbalanceof good and evil than does the actual world.

The atheologian who holds that P(G/E) < 1/2 must hold that the prior
probability of (12*) is less than one-half that of E. But here againthe theist
and atheist may sensibly disagree;what one correctly takes the plausibility
or prior probability of (12*) to be will depend on what else one believes.The
theist thinks its left conjunct is true and that there are 1013 turps of evil;
perhaps he thus has a reason for thinkingP(12*) fairly high - a reason the
non-theist won't have. The atheologian,on the other hand, may estimate this
probabilityas fairly low. This is as it should be; as I arguedearlier,there are
no interesting prior probabilitiessimpliciter - i.e., no interesting a priori
probabilities.
Accordingly, this consequence of the Salmonian application of the
frequency theory seems quite right. On the logical view, to be sure, a contingent proposition has an a priori probability that is entirely independent of
anyone's knowledge or belief; as we have seen however, there isn't even the
slightest reason to think such propositionshave such probabilities,and good
reason to think they don't. And both personalist and reconstructed
frequentialviews properlyeschew such a priori probabilities,replacingthem
by probabilities prior to a given investigation, or given inquiry, or given
application of Bayes' Theorem; and these prior probabilities are relative
to the noetic structureof the inquirer.
VIII. EVIL AND FOUNDATIONALISM

What we have seen so far is that none of the main interpretationsof prob-
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ability provide the atheologian with resources for a decent objection to
theism based on the premiss that P(G/E) is low. On the logical view, this
claim involves extremely dubious suggestions about the probability on
tautologies of G, E, and (12*) - suggestionsthat were doubly dubious,since
in the first place there is good reason to deny that such propositionshave
such probability on such evidence, and, in the second, even if they did there
isn't the slightest reason to think these a priori probabilitieshave the values
the atheologian says they have. The personalistview, on the other hand,
makes no such dubious claims: but on that view 'P(G/E) < 1/2' carriesan
implicit subscript and simply measuresP(G & E)/P(E) for some person or
other - perhapsthe atheologian.But then it constitutesa piece of atheological
autobiography rather than an objection to theism. The advocate of the
frequency view encounters substantialdifficulty in construingprobabilityas
a relationshipamong propositions in frequentist terms. If, however, we try
to work out such an interpretation,keeping to the spirit of frequentism,we
find that prior probabilitiesin an application of Bayes' Theoremare to be
assignedin the light of what one alreadyknows or believes. Here, then, just
as with personalism,prior probabilitiesare relative to noetic structures.Of
course there is no reason to think theist and atheist need agree about these
prior probabilities;there is therefore no reason to think they either will or
should agreeabout the value of P(G/E).
But this has important consequences for the atheologian who offers
the inductive argument from evil as an objection to theism, as a reason
for supposingthat the theist's views are somehow rationallyobjectionable,or
irrational,or noetically below par. For what it shows is that this atheological
program is totally misconceived. If prior probabilitiesare thus relative to
noetic structures, it is no wonder that theist and atheologian will assign
different values to P(G) and P(E); and hence it is no more than a bit of
intellectual imperialismfor the atheologianto insist that the theist accept the
atheological estimate of P(G/E). One who offers this sort of inductive argument as an objection to theism is like a theist, who offers as an objection to
atheism, the fact that we all agree that there are 1013 turps of evil, together
with the claim that the probabilityof G with respectto that evidenceis high.
What atheist should pay any attention to that? Such an argumentof course,
is thoroughly silly; but from the present perspective the atheolotical argumen from evil is reallyno more sensible.
Now perhapsthe following objectionmight be temptingas againstmy line
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of argument: "You simply exploit the difficulties inherent in the current
analyses of probability to urge a sort of skepticismabout probabilityclaims.
If you were right, we could never properly argue that a proposition ought
not to be accepted on the groundsthat it is improbablewith respect to what
we know - our total evidence,say. But often we do know that a proposition
is improbablewith respect to our total evidence and on that account ought
not to be accepted; and the difficulties you raiseare neitherhere nor there."
This objection misses the mark. I have no quarrelwith the personalist
account, or with attempts like Salmon's to apply the frequency theory to
the probabilityrelation as it holds between propositions;perhapssome such
attempt can be made to work. Furthermore,I wouldn't dream of denying
that there are cases where a propositionA is quite clearly improbablewith
respect to another proposition B or quite clearly improbablewith respect
to our total evidence. But the present discussionis not about one of these
cases. It isn't initially in the least obvious that P(G/E) is low, or that the prior
probability of (12*) is less than a half that of E, or that G or (12*) are
improbable on any body of knowledge the atheologian could plausibly
propose as the relevantbody of total evidence. None of these things is selfevident, or obvious (although as Kriesel says, it isn't obvious what's obvious)
or accepted by all rational persons who think about it, or anything of that
kind. So this objectionmisses the mark.
Of course there are contexts where arguments formally similar to the
atheological probabilistic argument from evil are entirely in order. These
are contexts where there is some basic body B of knowledge or belief
accepted by all parties to the discussion, and where it is explicitly or implicitly agreedthat the acceptability of a given propositionA depends upon
its relationshipto B - perhapsits probabilitywith respect to B, or perhaps
its capacity to explain some significant segment of B. This situation
sometimes arisesin a court of law, and in relativelyuncontroversialareas of
a well-establishedscience; it also arisesin the context of every daylife. As we
have seen, however, there is no such agreed-uponbasic body of knowledgeB
relevantto the present discussion. So the atheologicalprobabilisticargument
from evil is totally misconceived.
And this leads us beyond the argumentfrom evil to a set of issues that are
both broaderand murkier.By way of conclusion I want to make a couple of
sketchy and programmaticremarksabout these issues. First, it is often said
that religiousbeliefs - the beliefs of Christian,Jew or Moslem,for example -
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should be tested by the evidence; such a set of beliefs is properlyor rationally accepted only if it properly accords with the evidence.35 But which
evidence? What is the evidence? Well, maybe the following. There is a set
B of propositionswe all or nearlyall accept: self-evidentpropositionsand the
propositions of common sense, perhaps, together with a host of perceptual
beliefs. Perhaps the deliverances of the science, or at least some of the
deliverancesof some of the sciences will also be said to belong in B, along
with, perhaps,propositionsknown to be entailed by any of the above, or in
some other way establishableby reference to them. These are the things we
know; this is the realm of knowledge.Whateverelse a person believes - his
political views, perhaps, his views on ethical and esthetic matters, his
religious allegiances - is a matter of opinion, faith - as opposed to knowledge. And a religious faith is rational, or rationallyacceptable, only if it is
probablewith respect to B, or at any rate not improbablewith respectto it.
Religious faith, therefore, must be tested by the evidence; it must be
evaluated by reference to B. And perhapsfrom this point of view the atheological argumentfrom evil is an appropriateapproachto the question of the
rationality of theistic belief. For from this point of view theistic belief will
be reasonable only if it is probable or not improbable with respect to B;
and of course B will contain the proposition that there is a greatdeal of evil.
Furthermore, the prior probabilities of Bayes' Theorem will be estimated
with respect to B, so that we might expect that honest and careful theists
and atheologianswill at least roughly concur on them. I don't reallysee how
the relevantprior probabilitiescan sensibly be estimated;it looks to me as if
it would be anybody's guess what they were; but at least from this point of
view the atheologicalattempt makes a certaininitial sense.
This is the conception of faith and reason perceptivelyattacked by such
Reformedor Calvinistthinkersas AbrahamKuyper36; he insists on
the utter untenabilityof the currentrepresentationthat science establishestruth,which
is equally binding upon all, exclusively on the groundsof observationand demonstration, while faith is in orderonly in the realmof suppositionsand uncertainties.(p. 142)

On the conception Kuyper attacks, religious faith is or is relevantly like a
hypothesis, designed, perhaps, to explain some part of B, or at any rate
acceptable only if probablewith respect to B. On this view there is a common
foundation of belief shared by all or nearly all reasonablepersons;and the
question of the rational acceptability of religious belief is the question
whetherit is probablewith respect to this foundation.37
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Now from this point of view, most of the beliefs characteristically
accepted by, say, Christians are peculiarly ill-founded. How could the
existence of a triune God, or the incarnation of the Second Person of the
Trinity, or the death and resurrectionof the Son of God be sensiblythought
of as hypotheses designedto explain what we find in B? What,in B do these
things explain? Could one sensibly claim they are worthy of belief becauseof
their high probability with respect to B, or because they explain some
significantportion of B? Obviouslynot.
But now for a question of great importance:why suppose theistic belief
must be probable with respect to B, to be rationallyacceptable?What'sso
special about B? B, we are told, contains the propositionsI know, the propositions with respectto which I am to judge the acceptabilityof other propositions. How do propositions get in'toB anyway?B contains propositionsimplying that there are other persons, that the world is more than 10 minutes
old, and that there are material objects that persist when no one is looking.
What makes these good candidates for being in B? Clearly there is no way
they can be proved or established with respect to the sorts of propositions
either classical or modern foundationalists are prepared to accept in the
foundations of a rational noetic structure: that is the central lesson of the
development of modern philosophy from Descartes to Hume. So how are
they epistemologically superior to, say, the central tenets of Christianity?
Suppose we say that the foundation of S's noetic structureis the set of
propositions S accepts but does not accept on the basis of other propositions; the foundation of my noetic structureis the set of propositionsI start
with, we might say; and I properlyjudge the acceptability of other propositions by their relation to those in this set. And now the central question is
this: why shouldn't the existence of God be in the foundationsof my noetic
structure?Why can't I properly take G to be a member of this set, so that
it is one of the propositionswith respect to which the plausibilityor acceptability of other propositions- propositionsabout angelsand demons and other
non-human persons, for example, - is to be judged? Whatpropositionscan
properly go into the foundation of a noetic structure?How do we decide
what sort of foundation a rational noetic structurecan have? Whatare the
rules here? Who promulgatesthem? Are there rules here? These are some of
the questions to which this inquiryleads. But these are questionsfor another
time.38
CalvinCollege
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